Non-Hodgkin’s Lymphoma Associated with Leiomyomatosis Presenting with Intense Pruritus
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Sir,

Generalized pruritus may be a presenting and/or the only symptom of malignancy. Pruritus related to non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma (NHL) has been reported in 1–3% of patients with NHL (1). We report here a patient with intractable pruritus who was diagnosed with NHL.

CASE REPORT

A 41-year-old woman presented with intense itching, which had been present for 6 months. The itching was continuous and occurred at the same intensity at all times. She had used various treatments, including oral antihistamines, emollients and anti-scabies therapy, to no effect. She reported that she had night sweats accompanying the pruritus. She did not describe any weight loss and denied using any drugs.

Dermatological examination revealed erythematous papules with crusts and multiple excoriations due to severe itching localized on both the trunk and the extremities (Fig. 1). Physical examination showed multiple enlarged lymph nodes in both her axillary and inguinal regions.

A detailed laboratory examination was carried out. The results were: haemoglobin level 8.3 g/dl (normal 12–14 g/dl), lactate dehydrogenase 678 U/l (normal 125–243 U/l), carcinoma antigen 125 > 600 (normal 0–35). The following values were normal: peripheral blood smear, immunoglobulin A, M and G levels, protein electrophoresis, complement levels, liver and kidney function tests, urinalysis, and other tumour and hepatitis markers.

Abdominal ultrasonography revealed an enlarged liver and spleen with hypoechoic solid lesions. Multiple enlarged lymph nodes were detected in both the parailiacal and pelvic regions. Abdominal tomography revealed a mass in the right iliopsoas muscle in addition to the findings mentioned above.

Histopathological examination of the skin lesions revealed non-specific findings.

Aspiration biopsy of the bone marrow showed an erythropoiesis, but no atypical cells were observed. Excisional biopsy of the inguinal lymph node revealed a tumour characterized by interlacing bundles of fusiform mesenchymal cells separated by vascularized connective tissue. No other nuclear pleomorphism and mitotic activity was detected in the neoplastic cells (Fig. 2). These findings were consistent with leiomyomatosis.

An aspiration biopsy of the liver was performed and histopathological examination revealed the large cell aggressive type of NHL (Fig. 3).

The patient was referred to the haematology clinic and was given chemotherapy. Unfortunately, she died soon after the diagnosis.

DISCUSSION

Pruritus may be one of the most troublesome symptoms of internal diseases. Among patients seeking medical attention for pruritus, the prevalence of underlying sys-

Fig. 1. Skin eruption on the back.

Fig. 2. The tumour in the lymph node formed by interlacing bundles of fusiform mesenchymal cells (haematoxylin and eosin (H&E) ×50).
temic disease including malignancy has been estimated to be 10–50% (2, 3).

Generalized pruritus may be the presenting and/or only symptom of an occult malignancy (1). Among malignant diseases, pruritus has been related most often to Hodgkin’s disease (4–6). It is seen in about 30% of patients with Hodgkin’s disease. However, the prevalence of skin findings in NHL has been reported as 1–3% (3).

Leiomyomatosis of lymph nodes is an extremely rare disease (7). It is related, in particular, to gynaecological malignancies, such as benign uterine leiomyoma, a metastasizing uterine leiomyoma, an endometrial adenocarcinoma, or an ovarian endometroid carcinoma (8). Lee et al. (8) reported a case of leiomyomatosis associated with a duodenal adenocarcinoma.

It is therefore important to consider malignancy in patients with long-term pruritus and/or non-specific skin eruption. In conclusion, our report consists of 2 rare conditions in one patient. One is the coexistence of pruritus and NHL, a relatively rare association. The second is the presence of leiomyomatosis, again a rare condition, which is most often seen with benign gynaecological diseases, here accompanying NHL.
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